PRESS RELEASE
Paris, February 6, 2018

Thailand now included in Free's 25GB/month roaming allowance!

Free has now included Thailand in its countries covered by the 25GB/month 3G data roaming
allowance that forms part of its Free Mobile Plan costing just €15.99 a month (price for Freebox
subscribers, otherwise €19.99/month).

This is the first time that an operator has included data roaming from Thailand – a tourist hot
spot – in a mass consumer mobile plan.

Thanks to Free, people travelling to Thailand can stay connected and not worry about coming
home to an unpleasant bill!
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Offer subject to conditions, valid in Metropolitan France subject to network coverage and a compatible
mobile phone. Reserved for subscribers residing in Metropolitan France or who can evidence a stable link
with Metropolitan France, subject to fair usage policy. SIM: €10. Freebox subscribers price applicable for
up to 4 Free Mobile Plan subscriptions. Communications from abroad limited to the areas covered by the
network of roaming partner operators. See mobile.free.fr for full terms and conditions. Hands-free kit
recommended for mobile phones.
Beyond 25GB/month: €6.5/MB from Thailand and applicable rates from all other countries (see rates and
list on mobile.free.fr)

About Free
Free – an Iliad Group subsidiary – is the inventor of the Freebox, the first multiservice box on ADSL. Free
is behind numerous innovations in the Broadband and Ultra-Fast Broadband access segment (VoIP,
IPTV, flat-rate calling plans to multiple destinations, etc.). For example, the Freebox Revolution, the 6th
generation of Freebox units, includes an NAS and a Blu-RayTM drive, and the Freebox mini 4K was the
first Android TVTM and 4K box on the French market. Free was the first operator to include calls from
landlines to mobile phones in its offerings and also calls to French overseas departments (DOM). Since
January 2012, Free has brought mobile phone usage within everyone's reach with straightforward, nocommitment offerings at very attractive prices. The Free Mobile Plan includes all year round roaming
communications from more than 35 countries: unlimited calls, texts and MMS from Europe, the French
overseas departments, the United States, Canada, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Israel (to
those same countries) and 25GB/month of 3G data roaming from Mexico, Switzerland, Turkey, Algeria
and Thailand. Free also includes unlimited 4G in Metropolitan France in its €15.99/month Mobile Plan for
Freebox subscribers. As at September 30, 2017, Free had nearly 20 million subscribers (6.5 million
Broadband and Ultra-Fast Broadband subscribers and 13.4 million mobile subscribers).
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